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High-Performance Control Technology of Buck Inverter Used for SuperPrecision Machining of Composite Materials
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Abstract. An effective technique, genetic-feedforward sliding mode-fractional PI controlled buck inverter
used for super-precision machining of composite materials is proposed. The obstruction using sliding mode
control (SMC) is due to the strong chattering that severely limits its practical applicability. The chattering
yields high voltage distortion in buck inverter output, thus degrading stability and reliability of super-precision
machining of composite materials. The modification structure to fractional PI has been established through the
plant extending way so that the chattering is diminished and better flexibility in adjusting system response can
be provided. The feedforward compensator improves the dynamics response further. The genetic algorithm
(GA) can be adopted for determining optimal fractional proportional-integral (FPI) parametric values. With
this control technique, the TI microprocessor-based buck inverter is implemented, and then experiments
illustrate that the presented technique produces less steady-state inaccuracy, chattering attenuation, loading
interference rejection and parametric variation removal.

1 Introduction
Super-precision machining of composite materials
(such as aluminum matrix composite, Cu-based
composite, and magnesium matrix composite materials)
needs stable and high-quality power sources [1, 2], i.e., 1.
inverter wave shape with small amounts of total
harmonic distortion even under rectifier loading. 2. rapid
transience against step changes in load. 3. zero steadystate errors. High performance buck inverter can provide
these requirements by employing closed-loop control
techniques [3, 4]. Early works on inverter control can be
found in literature, for example, PI control [5], multiple
feedback strategy [6], dead-beat method [7], and Fourier
approach [8]. Although above schemes have presented
the satisfactory results, both the low total harmonic
distortion of output voltage and fast transient response
cannot simultaneously be achieved. The SMC is capable
of making a control system robust against internal
parameter variations and external load disturbances [9,
10]. A number of SMC method developed for inverters
has been done [11, 12]. However, it is a pity that the
chattering always exists. The chattering may damage
inverter parts and cause highly distorted wave shape
even if a SMC had incorporated a feedforward path so as
to improve the dynamics response [13]. This study
develops a plant extending architecture for designing
feedforward sliding mode-fractional PI (FSM-FPI)
controller with reduced chattering and higher flexibility.
A FSM output becomes the plant input that is unable to
endure a chatter. In order to overcome the chattering, a
fractional-order extended plant, which implies the FPI is
*

introduced [14-16]. Henceforth, the chattering happens
at the input of the extended plant. Such chattering locates
at system lower powered zone and therefore is
inoffensive. It’s important to note that optimal FPI
parametric values maybe not easy for selection in the
presence of various perturbations [17-26]. A GA
conception firstly developed in 1975 by John Holland of
the University of Michigan [27]. Then, De. Jong expands
its application in function optimum [28-32]. The FPI
parametric optimum is capable of obtaining
determination via GA. Using proposed method, a buck
inverter is very suitable for the application of superprecision machining of composite materials, yielding
many advantages, such as low total harmonic distortion
wave shape, satisfactory voltage regulation, reduced
chattering, reduced steady-state inaccuracy and highaccuracy of the super-precision machining.

2 Problem statement
Consider the design of a SMC for controlled system
below.
~
x  A~
x  bu  f
(1)
~
where x symbolizes vector of variable errors,
A denotes state transition matrix, b represents input
matrix, u stands for control input to the system, and f
signifies the disturbance.
The ~x is given by
~
x  xd  x
(2)
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where c is constant
The following inequality can guarantee the existence
of sliding mode
(16)
  0
lim
 0

where x d and x is the vector of references and state
vector, respectively.
The sliding surface governs the dynamic system that
can be given by
  c~x
(3)
where c is constant.
A SMC control law is
u  u f  ueq  u s
(4)
where

uf

=feedforward

compensation

The conditions with K p and K i for satisfying (16)
yield, and obviously the two parameters K p and K i are
decided in a wide range. The optimum of the two
parameters is sought blindly, and the local optimum may
occur. In order to search the optimal parameters, a global
optimum tool, namely, GA is employed for FSM-FPI
controller.
The genetic algorithm procedure for FSM-FPI
controller is outlined in the following.
1. Encoding two parameters K p and K i .

control,

ueq =equivalent control, and u s =switching control.

The dynamics in sliding action is defined as
  c~
x  0
(5)
From (1) and (5), the equivalent control can be
obtained as
(6)
ueq  (cb) 1cA~
x

2. Producing an initial generation.
3. Computing the fitness function.
4. Remaking current population through a selected
mechanism.
5. Crossover is performed by a couple of members
among new generation.
6. Using the mutation probability, the mutation is done
in every number among new generation.
7. The maximum value of a fitness function is reserved
in the old population to the current population.
8. Iteratively execute above steps until the acceptable
solution appears.

By the use of the   0 , the switching control can
be derived as
(7)
us  (cb)1 sgn(~
x)
where   0 .
Evidently, the (7) uses an sgn function, the chattering
will occur in practice. One solution reduces the
chattering by means of section 3 design.

3 Control technology design

4 Design example

Suppose a control-system dynamics be
x  Ax  bu  f
(8)
where x signifies a vector of system state, A stands for
a state transition matrix, b represents an input matrix, u
denotes a control input, and f is the disturbance.
To generate the expanded system states, a new vector
can be constructed as
(9)
x  
where  is a vector.
Substituting (9) into (8) yields
  Ax  bu  f
(10)
The u is designed in the following.
1
u  (( K p s   K i ) ) ~
x
(11)
s
where k p and ki stand for two gains.
Hence, there is a relationship as follows:
u
1

ua s 
where a FPI architecture can be written as
u  (K s  K )~
x
a

p

i
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For clarifying design technology in the section 3, a
structure of a buck inverter is presented in Fig. 1 and its
equivalence circuitry is plotted in Fig. 2. A load, which
allows linearity or nonlinearity is tested so that buck
inverter performance can be validated. A buck inverter
output is design to track sine-reference vref .
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of buck inverter

(12)
L

(13)

From (2) and (9)-(13), the error equations are
formulated by
~
x  xd  
(14)
~
x  A2 ~
x  Abu  bua  A2 xd  xd  Af  f
The sliding function of the extended system can be
defined as
  c~
x~
x
(15)
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Fig. 2. Buck inverter’s equivalence circuitry
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From the Fig. 1, the state space equation can be
expressed as
0  v   0 
 0 
vc   11
1   c    Vd u   vc 2  (17)
v   

R C
 c   LC
RLC  vc   LC 
 L 

therefore Pm  0.045 . (v) Reserving maximum value of
a fitness function in the old population to the current
population. (vi) Once the seek time is enough long, the
solution is obtained.

where vc  vc1 , L1  L and C1  C .
Then, the error differential equations expressing the
system yield
~
x1  vref  vc
(18)
~
(19)
x  v  v  ~
x

5 Experimental results

ref

1

c

The robustness to buck inverter will be investigated
via the experiments. The parameters of the buck inverter
used for the proposed method display as Table 1.

2

~
x 2  ~
x3  vref  vc
 vref  a1~
x1  a2 ~
x2  bu  N  

Table 1. System parameters
DC voltage
200 V

(20)

~
x3  vref  vc
(21)
 vref  a1~
x2  a 2 ~
x3  bK p ( s  ~
x1 )  bK i ~
x1  N  

V
1
v
1
, a2 
, b  d , N  c2 , and
LC
RLC
LC
RLC
  a1vref  a2vref  vref .
The sliding surface is chosen as
  m1~
x1  m2 ~
x2  ~
x3
(22)
where m1 and m2 are constants.
Then,
  m1~x2  m2 a1~x1  m2 a2 ~x2  bu   N  
(23)
a ~
x a ~
x  bK ( s  ~
x )  bK ~
x   N  

where a1 

1 2

p

2 3

where a1  a10  a1
b  b0  b .

,

a2  a20  a2

Redefine the control function uex as
u ex  u ex _ f  u ex _ eq  u ex _ s

,

10

2

20

Filter inductor

0.5 mH

Switching frequency

15 kHz
110 Vrms , 60 Hz

Figure 3 shows the proposed method under a resistive
load 12 Ω condition. For the purpose of testing
transience further, the step-changing load circumstances
while the resistive load is abruptly connected, as shown
in Fig. 4. We can find that the developed buck inverter
has slight voltage droop and then rapid retrieve in face of
step-changing load. A nonlinear load is composed of a
full-wave rectified with a parallel resistor, 35 Ω and
capacitor filter, 270 μF. Although load current shown in
Fig. 5 is distorted highly, the output-voltage wave shape
for the presented technique exhibits a low voltage
%THD (total harmonic distortion) of 1.16%. Fig. 6
illustrates that the developed buck inverter can allow
random variations of LC filter parameters, from 15% to
250% of nominal values in the presence of resistive load
12 Ω. The phase plane of the proposed method under
nonlinear load is shown in Fig. 7. It is very clear that the
proposed technique effectively not only alleviates the
chatter but also improves transient response due to the
feedforward compensator.

and

(24)

The equivalent control u ex _ eq is derived by
underneath operation:
(25)
 a  a , a  a ,b b ,  0  0
1

2 μF

Output voltage and frequency

i 1

1

Filter capacitor

0

The feedforward compensator uex _ f is employed to
enhance the tracking performance as follows.
(26)

0
a1  a10 , a2  a20 , b b0 , N 0

The sliding control uex _ s is used to suppress the
parameter variations and load disturbances that can be
chosen as
uex _ s  1~
x3   2
(27)
An inequality depicts sliding existence as follows:
(28)
  0
Substituting (25)-(27) into (28), the parameters K p ,
K i , 1 , and  2 will be obtained to satisfy the (28). To
find the optimum parameters K p and K i , the GA can

Fig. 3. Waveforms under rated load (1: voltage; 2:
current)
(vert.:
100
Volts/division
and
20Ampere/division, hor.: 5msec/division)

be adopted for searching global optimization parameters.
The process of optimizing the two parameters describes
concretely as follows: (i) Two parameters should be
encoded into a string of eight bits. (ii) An initial
generation P(0)  150 is produced randomly. (iii) High
crossover probability has fast search, and thus Pc  0.8 .
(iv) Generally, the probability of mutation is low, and

3
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to optimize the FPI parameters. Thus, the buck inverter
yields the good voltage regulation, fast dynamic
response, and low THD output voltage. According to the
experimental results and theoretic analysis, the proposed
buck inverter is successfully demonstrated, thus
supplying the reliability of super-precision machining of
composite materials.
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